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SUBJECT:  Suspects Wanted Following Two Separate Street Level Robberies
 
Investigators are looking for suspects after two separate street level robberies took place in Ajax and Pickering 
yesterday afternoon.
 
The first occurred on Wednesday November 14, 2012 at 3:15 p.m. in the Randall Drive and Church Street area of 
Ajax. A 15-year-old male was walking home when he was approached by an unknown male. The suspect punched 
the victim and attempted to grab his cellphone. The victim hung on to the phone and was able to push the suspect 
to the ground. The suspect fled the area empty handed. The victim suffered minor injuries.
 
The suspect is described as: male, white, about 5’7”, 150 lbs with a thin build. He was wearing a grey hooded 
sweatshirt and black jeans.
 
The second incident took place just before 4:00 p.m. in the Pine Grove Avenue and Nordane Drive area of 
Pickering. A 15-year-old male was walking home when he was approached by a male who asked to use his phone. 
The suspect grabbed the phone from the victim and pushed him before fleeing the area.  The victim was not hurt as 
a result.
 
The suspect in this incident is described as: male, black with a light complexion, about 15-years-old, 5’8”, 140 
lbs with a slim build. He was wearing a black jacket and dark coloured jeans.
 
Anyone with information regarding these incidents is asked to contact Det. McKinnon of the West Division Criminal 
Investigations Bureau – Street Level Robbery Unit at ext. 2565.Anonymous information can be sent to Crime 
Stoppers at 1-800-222-8477 (TIPS) or www.durhamregionalcrimestoppers.ca and tipsters may be eligible for a 
$2,000 cash reward.
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